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A recommendation system
generally uses behaviors,
ratings, queries, location
etc. of a user to process a
set of algorithms. The
combination of outputs
from these algorithms
allows to generate the
recommendation content.

In this new framework, data from analytics
algorithms are used to design a dashboard.

Recommendations algorithms to be used either independently or combined, are
executed directly in the dashboard.
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The Aizu Online Judge contains about
2,700 problems classified in chapters,
having score and tags.

Goal: Helps student to improve programming skills. 

ONLINE JUDGE

BASIC STRUCTURE OF A RECOMMENDATION SYSTEM

Adaptive and personalized learning are strongly required education to tailor the
learning to the student.

This work is very challenging because it covers two aspects : Recommendation
system and data visualization.

1. At first, we are building a full-fledged recommendation system that we want
to be the most suitable for exercises in education.

To achieve our goal of providing transparency, our idea is to have many
separated algorithms each of them processing only one criterion.

The system will have some machine learning algorithms to recommend
problems that a user can solve based on:
a. Collaborative filtering
b. Content(-based)

It will also have some basic algorithms like:
a. Getting unsolved problems per chapter,
b. Getting unsolved problems per programming language.

The above flowchart shows how the system will process to recommend.
Example of the criteria: “Problems related to function that a user can solve”

PROPOSED RECOMMENDATION SYSTEM FRAMEWORK
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This chart is for a student who uses more
than one language. By selecting (clicking) a
programming language in the big pie, He
can see the related score in the small pie
and get recommended problems that he
could solve in other languages but not in
the selected one.

This chart enables a user to see results
according to each chapter. He can also see
how many difficult problems he solved for
each of them. Thanks to this chart, the
user can see that he needs some
improvement in “Function”. By clicking on
that, problems related to “function” will
be recommended.

Note: This dashboard is from [2]
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This is a recommendation system suitable for exercises in education. It will
contain several criteria to be used either independently or combined. Thanks to
visualization, the system will provide transparency and enable the user to decide
by himself on the recommendation criteria by interacting directly with the charts.
.

BASIC ARCHITECTURE FIELD OF STUDY

Analytics dashboards in education (Learning analytics dashboard) are designed

to communicate insights about student learning and student performance within

a learning context. The indicator to display depend on the purpose, it can be:

cognitive and behavioral, related to performance, progress and so on[1].

Problems that a user 
can solve

Unsolved problems 
per chapter

Communication dashboard-recommendation algorithms
1. Get recommendation criterion (“ Only one” criterion)
2. Process the algorithm corresponding to the criterion
3. Store the result

Communication user-dashboard

1. Get recommendation criteria (One or many criteria) 

“Problems related to function that the user can solve”

2. Split the criteria into single criterions:

Example:

a. Problems that the user can solve

b. Unsolved problems related to function

3. Send each criterion to the step 1 of the second part.

4. Get two results from the step 3:
All problems that a user can solve and All problems related to function

5. Common problems between those two results are “Problems 

related to function that the user can solve”.

BUSINESS LOGIC

2. In addition, we are designing a dashboard as a support to the
recommendation system. To achieve this, we will make clickable charts with
events activating recommendation criteria.

Problems related to function
You can solve:

All:

ITP_3_A : Print many   2.5 Pts

ITP_A_C : Simple Calculator 3 Pts

ALDS1_5_A : Exhaust search 2.5 Pts

ALDS_13_B : 8 Puzzle 2.5 Pts

UOA  _1406: Ghost Buster 9 Pts

ICPC_1660: Village of lore  7 Pts

VPC_2263 : The first Acc. 4 Pts 

PCK_0456 : Connecting  9 Pts
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Here is the corresponding action in the dashboard to the
example given previously(“Problems related to function
that a user can solve”):
1. The user clicks on the corresponding chapter (function)
2. Then He clicks on: “You can solve”

To enrich, we plan to include “pre-visualization.
In the following example, the user selected problems
ITP_A_C and UOA_1406, and could observe how
solving the will impact his chart.
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The other challenge in this work will be to provide an ergonomic tool that
students can easily adopt. To achieve this, we plan to make enough
experiments in real condition.
In future works, we plan to extends recommendation criteria and take into
consideration other dimensions like time and data like source code.

ITP_3_A :  hello word  2.5 Pts

ITP_A_C : Simple Calculator 3 Pts

ALDS1 : Exhaustive search 2.5 Pts

ALDS_13_B : 8 Puzzle 2.5 Pts

UOA  _406:  Buster Blog 10 Pts

VPC_263 : The Second Acc. 6 Pts 

PCK_046 : Disconnecting  7 Pts

ITP_4_A : Scared 2     2.5 Pts

ITP_G_C : Advanced Cal 3 Pts

AL9_B : 15 Puzzle 5 Pts

UOA  _106: Ghost Buster 9 Pts

VPC223 : The first Acc. 4 Pts 

PCK_0456 : Connecting  9 Pts

Problems related to function
You can solve:

All:

ITP_3_A : Print many   2.5 Pts

ITP_A_C : Simple Calculator 3 Pts

ALDS1_5_A : Exhaust search 2.5 Pts

ALDS_13_B : 8 Puzzle 2.5 Pts

UOA  _1406: Ghost Buster 9 Pts

ICPC_1660: Village of lore  7 Pts

VPC_2263 : The first Acc. 4 Pts 

PCK_0456 : Connecting  9 Pts


